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Catering to the complete lifestyle, Folli Follie’s selective roster 
of uniquely elegant gif ts offer the best way to express your 
thanks. Our new corporate gif t collection has been specially 
tailored to accommodate global gif t-giving options that are 
as classic and timeless as they are singularly innovative. 

Choose items for men, women, children, home and office, 
as well as customized travel and accessory offerings that 
serve as ongoing reminders of your appreciation and grati-
tude. Folli Follie takes a detailed interest in providing the 
most exceptional premium and affordable offerings for 
seekers of gif ts that keep on giving.
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Timeless jewelry is one of the most lasting mementos a woman can own. Both a daily reminder 
and a constant source of pleasure, it is a gift that conveys a special sense of acknowledgement 
with a graceful undertone.
Our women’s line features exquisite pieces from our signature collections including necklaces, 
bracelets, earrings and more. Reward a milestone and watch it resonate for years to come. 
Personal accessories are a must-have, and our Folli Follie line offers a range of all-occasion op-
tions for that perfect thank you gift. Choose from all purpose classic totes, decorative iPhone 
cases and a wide spectrum of unisex wallets that are fashionable, fun and stylishly chic.
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1. Heart4Heart rose gold plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N0T013RC

  
2. Heart4Heart rose gold plated necklace

with champaign crystal stones, 
3N0T013RS
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3. Heart4Heart silver plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N0F013C

  
4. Heart4Heart silver plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N9F233C

  
5. Heart4Heart rose gold plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N9T233RC
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6. Stardust rose gold & black plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N9T214RKC

  
7. Stardust rose gold & black plated necklace, 

1N9T136RK

  
9. Stardust silver & black plated necklace,

1N9T136K

  
8. Stardust Silver & black plated necklace

with clear crystal stones, 
3N9T214KC
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10. Happy Nugget rose gold plated necklace 

with black enamel, 
3N9T179RK

  
12. Happy Nugget rose gold plated necklace 

with white enamel, 
3N9T179RW

  
13. Happy Nugget rose gold plated necklace

with white enamel,
3N9T180RW

  
11. Happy Nugget silver plated necklace

 with white enamel, 
3N9F179W

  
14. Happy Nugget silver plated necklace

with white enamel,
3N9F180W
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15. Reflections rose gold plated necklace,

1N1T003R

  
16. Reflections rose gold plated bracelet,

1B1T005R

  
17. Reflections rose gold plated cufflinks,

1U1T001R

  
18. Reflections rose gold plated necklace,

1N1T004R

  
19. Reflections rose gold plated bracelet,

1B1T006R   
20. Reflections rose gold plated cufflinks,

1U1T002R
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21. Reflections silver plated necklace,

1N1F003

  
22. Reflections silver plated bracelet,

1B1F005

  
23. Reflections silver plated cufflinks,

1U1F001

  
24. Reflections silver plated necklace,

1N1F004

  
25. Reflections silver plated bracelet,

      1B1F006

  
26. Reflections silver plated cufflinks,

1U1F002
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27. Carma yellow gold plated bracelet

1B7T015Y

  
28. Carma stainless steel bracelet

VST031

  
29. Elastic Logo bracelet

BA1Z021SK

  
30. Elastic Logo bracelet

BA1Z021SW

  
31. Elastic Logo bracelet

BA1Z021SP
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  32. Logomania wallet,
WA0L024SR.

Also available in 3 more colors.

  
33. Logomania wallet,

WA0L035SP

  
34. Logomania wallet,

WA0L035SK

WA0L024SV

WA0L024SG

WA0L024SK



WA0L029SR

WA0L029SK

WA0L029SP
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35. Logomania card holder,

WA0L031SP.
Also available in 3 more colors.

  
36. Logomania wallet,

WA0L029SV.
Also available in 3 more colors.

WA0L031SV

WA0L031SR

WA0L031SK
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37. Logomania coin & key holder,

WA0L030SV.
Also available in 3 more colors.

  
38. Logomania card holder,

WA0L033SK

  
39. Logomania card holder,

WA0L033SPWA0L030SP

WA0L030SR

WA0L030SK
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40. Happy Nugget wallet,

WA0Y046SW

  
41. Happy Nugget wallet,

WA0Y046SK

  
42. Round Reflection wallet,

WA0P050WW

  
43. Round Reflection wallet,

WA0P050WK
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Every man appreciates signature items that lend his wardrobe those finishing 
touches. Our men’s line features silk ties, leather travel wallets and silver cuff links 
that combine classic design with bespoke, masculine notes. This collection of gifts 
for him makes refined style a statement unto itself.
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45. Reflections silver plated cufflinks,

1U1F001

  46. Silk tie,
TE9S009LU

  47. Travel passport holder,
CA1L018WK

48. Shoe horn,
BG0D036

  
44. Reflections rose gold plated cufflinks,

1U1T001R
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Time is often of the essence, and we all need to gage our clocks. Our range of playful, bold, 
modern and classic clocks will keep things running smoothly and assure that deadlines, 
dinners and Sunday brunches adhere to a natural rhythm and flow. The hands of time and 
a watch is the best way to appreciate that. Choose from an exclusive selection of strong, 
iconic timepieces and refined, ultra feminine wrist pieces for women. From morning until 
evening, this collection offers lasting, luxurious gifts that define the moment for any occasion.
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49. Chryssalis watch in stainless steel rose gold plated case 
with crystal stones and orange leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0B043SSG_OR

51. Chryssalis watch in stainless steel case with crystal stones 
and pink leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0A043SSS_PI

50. Chryssalis watch in stainless steel rose gold plated case 
with crystal stones and ivory leather strap, size: 42.00mm

WF0B043SSG_IV

52. Chryssalis watch in stainless steel case with crystal 
stones and grey leather strap, size: 42.00mm, 

WF0A043SSS_GA
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53. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
red rubber strap, size: 40.50mm,

WF5T045ZTW_RE

54. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 

orange rubber strap, size: 40.50mm,
WF5T045ZTW_OR

55. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 

fuchsia rubber strap, size: 40.50mm,
WF5T045ZTW_FU

56. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
black rubber strap, size: 40.50mm, 

WF5T045ZTW_BK

57. Carousel watch in stainless steel 
case with crystal stones and white 

rubber strap, size: 40.50mm, 
WF5T045ZTW_WH

58. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
brown rubber strap, size: 40.50mm, 

WF5T045ZTW_BR
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59. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
red rubber strap, size: 33.00mm,

WF5T003ZTW_RE

60. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
white rubber strap, size: 33.00mm,

WF5T003ZTW_WH

61. Carousel watch in stainless steel 
case with crystal stones and fuchsia 

rubber strap, size: 33.00mm,
WF5T003ZTW_FU

62. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
brown rubber strap, size: 33.00mm,

WF5T003ZTW_BR

64. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 
black rubber strap, size: 33.00mm, 

WF5T003ZTW_BK

63. Carousel watch in stainless 
steel case with crystal stones and 

orange rubber strap, size: 33.00mm,
WF5T003ZTW_OR
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66. Happy Nugget watch in stainless 
steel rose gold plated with crystal stones 
and black leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0B044SSK_BK

65. Happy Nugget watch in stainless 
steel with crystal stones and black 

leather strap, size: 42.00mm,
WF0A044SSK_BK

67. Happy Nugget watch in stainless 
steel rose gold plated with crystal stones 

and white leather strap, size: 42.00mm,
WF0B044SSS_WH

68. Happy Nugget watch in stainless steel 
with crystal stones and white leather strap, 

size: 42.00mm,
WF0A044SSS_WH
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69. Stardust watch in stainless steel rose 
gold plated with crystal stones and ivory 

leather strap, size: 42.00mm,
WF0B045SSC_IV

70. Stardust watch in stainless steel rose 
gold plated with crystal stones and black 

leather strap, size: 32.00mm,
WF0B052SSK_BK 

71. Stardust watch in stainless steel rose 
gold plated with crystal stones and black 

leather strap, size: 42.00mm,
WF0B045SSK_BK

72. Stardust watch in stainless steel with crystal 
stones and black leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0A045SSK_BK

73. Stardust watch in stainless steel with crystal 
stones and white leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0A045SSW_WH
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74. Urban Spin Deluxe Watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with white acetate cover and white rubber strap, 

size: 43.00mm,
WF9R001ZPW_WH

76. Urban Spin Deluxe Watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with black acetate cover and black rubber strap, 

size: 43.00mm,
WF9R001ZPK_BK

77. Urban Spin Deluxe Watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with red acetate cover and black rubber strap, 

size: 43.00mm,
WF9R001ZPM_BK

75. Urban Spin Watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with red acetate cover and black rubber strap, 

size: 43.00mm,
WF8R028ZDR_BK
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78. Glossy Watch in stainless steel rose gold plated with 
crystal stones and black leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0B035SSS_BK

79. Glossy Watch in stainless steel with crystal stones 
and red leather strap, size: 42.00mm,

WF0A035SSS_RE

80. Olyteus chronograph watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with black plated bezel and black rubber strap,

 size: 46.00mm,
WT8R005ZEK_BK

81. Olyteus chronograph watch in stainless steel rose gold 
plated with rose gold plated bezel and black rubber strap, 

size: 46.00mm,
WT8R005ZEZ_BK



82. Travel clock,
BG6L041WK

83. Clover watch,
BG0Z027SO
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The workplace is more and more becoming a personal space where
individuals enjoy small reflections of themselves. Enhance the everyday with 
custom-crafted gifts that are as utilitarian as they are elegant. Distinctive 
paper weights, unique silver-plated desk sets and customized pen collections 
add that special flourish of polished glamour year-round.
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84. Mini enamel pen,
BP7D013WK  

85. Mini enamel pen,
BP7D013WP

86. Mini enamel pen,
BP7D013WO

87. Rhodium plated pen,
BP9Z008WK

88. Rhodium plated pen,
BP9Z008WS

89. Rhodium plated pen,
BP9Z009WK

90. Keychain,
BG1Z003SO

91. Keychain,
BG1T001SO

92. Reflections USB stick,
BG0Z028S
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93. Mahjong game set,
BG0Z026

94. Roulette paper weight,
ED1573PWS

95. Silver plated yoyo,
BG0D034

96. Silver plated star desk set,
ED028CWOS
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Travel is a universal necessity that graces everyone’s calendar. And Folli Follie’s functionally 
stylish travel accessories guarantee the pleasure is in the journey. Personalized wallets and 
passport cases ensure ease and elegance for those between-flight moments. These gifts 
keep travelers looking and feeling sophisticated, both in the air and on the ground.
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97. Elements tote bag,
SB0P065WK

98. Elements tote bag,
SB0P065WI

99. Logomania A4 notebook,
FI1L001WK
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100. Travel passport holder,
CA1L018WK

101. Travel wallet,
WA1L029WK

102. Jewelry roll,
CA1P017WO
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Everyone loves to engage in playful outlets. And we have a host of giftgiving options catering to the 
lighter side. Our fresh take on classic games such as backgammon, mahjong, checkers and card 
games reinvigorates the art of gaming while ensuring the staple of luxurious design. Also featured in 
this collection are refined sports-themed accessories such as tennis key chains and golf cufflinks. 
Bring the fun back in style with an undeniably classic touch.
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103. Mahjong game set,
BG0Z026

104. Backgammon roll game,
BG1L024WK

105. Chess roll game,
BG1L025WK
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106. Playing cards in lacquer box,
BG9Z016WO

107. Golf travelling set,
BG1L021WK

108. Golf travelling set,
BG1L022WK

109. Silver plated cufflinks,
BG1D020W

110. Silver plated cufflinks,
BG6D032

111. Silver plated keychain,
BG4D046W

112. Silver plated keychain,
BG4D082W

113. Silver plated keychain,
BG5D051W
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The home is the emotional epicenter of relaxation and rejuventation. Choose from a wide 
assortment of gifts that will enhance and enliven any personal space. Kitchen, Living Room 
and Bath items include luxuriant candles, silver-plated chop sticks and cosmetic cases that 
evoke all the warmth and intimacy of home living while adding a note of quintessential refinement.
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114. Silver plated heart shape candle,
BG1D019W

115. Silver plated wine stopper,
BG1D023W

116. Chopstick set,
ED1597CSS
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Hidden treasures wait for “little living” at its finest in our Baby Collection. Folli Follie features 
silver-plated toys, charms and memorabilia that are sustainable, story evoking and everlasting. 
Embrace all the innocence of youth while celebrating a generational timeline.



117. Silver plated money bank,
BG0D037
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Time is often of the essence, and we all need to gage our clocks. Our range of playful, bold, modern and classic clocks will keep things running 
smoothly and assure that deadlines, dinners and Sunday brunches adhere to a natural rhythm and flow. The hands of time and a watch is the 
best way to appreciate that. Choose from an exclusive selection of strong, iconic timepieces and refined, ultra feminine wrist pieces for women. 
From morning until evening, this collection offers lasting, luxurious gifts that define the moment for any occasion.

We understand the value of an elegant presentation, which is why we’re offering multiple options to make gift giving more exciting and resonant.
Choose from an array of gift packaging selections, and make the experience of giving as special as what’s inside.



GREECE: +302106241000
 

BAHRAIN: +97317178631
CHINA: +862154660866
CYPRUS: +35722677344

DUBAI: +97143410822
EGYPT: +20233466569
FRANCE: +33144501850

GUAM: +16716468587
HAWAII: +18089229621

HONG KONG: +85224012332
INDONESIA: +62215725345

JAPAN: +81334780681
KOREA: +8225447474

MACAU: +85328828186
MALAYSIA: +60323810851/52

QATAR: +97444882118
ROMANIA: +40740251300

SINGAPORE: +6567374473
SPAIN: +34917810763

SWITZERLAND: +41223117929
TAIWAN: +886227675988
THAILAND: +6626131184

UNITED KINGDOM: +44(0)8444779979
USA (NY): 1-855-293-6554

VISIT US ONLINE AT:
WWW.FOLLIFOLLIE.COM
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Comercializa:

93.518.57.37 - 696.596.058
agoldpartner@agoldpartner.com

www.agoldpartner.com

A GOLD PARTNER
EVENTS & MEDIA MANAGEMENT

AGP


